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Abstract: Three-phase imbalance is a long-term issue existing in low-voltage distribution networks
(LVDNs), which consequently has an inverse impact on the safe and optimal operation of LVDNs. Re-
cently, the increasing integration of single-phase distributed generations (DGs) and flexible loads has
increased the probability of imbalance occurrence in LVDNs. To overcome the above challenges, this
paper proposes a novel methodology based on the concept of “Active Asymmetry Energy-Absorbing
(AAEA)” utilizing loads with a back-to-back converter, denoted as “AAEA Unit” in this paper. AAEA
Units are deployed and coordinated to actively absorb asymmetry power among three phases for
imbalance mitigation in LVDNs based on the high-precision, high-accuracy, and real-time distribution-
level phasor measurement unit (D-PMU) data acquisition system and the 5th generation mobile
networks (5G) communication channels. Furthermore, the control scheme of the proposed method
includes three control units. Specifically, the positive-sequence control unit is designed to maintain
the voltage of the DC-capacitor of the back-to-back converter. Likewise, the negative-sequence and
zero-sequence control units are expected to mitigate the imbalanced current components. A simple
imbalanced LVDN is modeled and tested in Simulink/Matlab (MathWorks, US). The obtained results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.

Keywords: low-voltage distribution network; three-phase imbalance; asymmetry energy-absorbing;
power quality; D-PMU

1. Introduction

Despite low-voltage distribution network (LVDN) planning with balanced considera-
tion at the design stage, in practice, all single-phase loads have nonlinear characteristics,
and such a dynamic load behavior of consumers leads to the three-phase asymmetry [1].
Moreover, the inclusion of single-phase photovoltaic (PV) devices in the distribution net-
works is increasing [2]; however, the intermittent and uncertain characteristics of PV output
power influence the power system behavior [3–5]. Therefore, the single-phase PVs inte-
grated with LVDNs with high penetration escalate the power quality issues such as voltage
imbalance [2], voltage fluctuation [6], overvoltage [7], and inter-harmonics [8], etc. Further,
the integration of a large number of nonlinear load components, such as electric vehicles
(EV), will probably lead to three-phase imbalance of the LVDN. Generally, the three-phase
four-wire scheme is deployed in the LVDN [9]. Consequently, the voltage displacement
of the neutral point occurs due to the three-phase asymmetry. Moreover, the three-phase
imbalance significantly increases the power losses of the low-voltage distribution networks.
Under extreme conditions, the neutral line of a transformer may collapse and subsequently
affect the stability of distribution networks. Thus, the three-phase imbalance challenges
the reliability and optimal operation of the LVDN.

Recently, various innovative methods were explored in the literature for the three-
phase imbalance mitigation in the LVDN. Generally, these methods can be classified into
three categories: (1) var compensation devices, (2) phase reconfiguration, and (3) power
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supply and absorption units. An optimal imbalanced capacitor placement method was
presented to mitigate the imbalanced condition and minimize the energy losses for the
compensation devices in reference [10]; nonetheless, the regulation rate of this method
is not continuous and cannot cope with the rapid load change as well as intermittent
and random output fluctuation of photovoltaics. A Dynamic Voltage Regulator (DVR)
is a series compensation device based on a voltage source inverter (VSC), which can
inject voltage phasors with specified amplitude and frequency into the transmission line
to compensate for three-phase imbalanced voltage [11]. Distributed Static Synchronous
Compensator (D-STATCOM) is introduced in [12] for three-phase imbalance mitigation.
However, the D-STATCOM device is commonly used for reactive power compensation
with high cost. These days, the concept of “electric springs” (ES) is also put forward to
realize the three-phase imbalance in the LVDN [13].

Concerning the phase reconfiguration methods, the optimal approach of phase-
reconfiguration devices for imbalance mitigation is investigated [14]. In most cases, the
static transfer switch (STS) is employed, which can adjust transformer, capacitor bank, and
conversion and distribution equipment swiftly and reliably [15,16]. A control scheme for
optimal deployment of STS is proposed in [17] to adjust the phase connection of consumers
and photovoltaics for loads or DG balancing. Applying the same note in the reference [18],
the mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) algorithm is introduced for optimal STS
implementation facilitated by users’ phase detection technique. However, STS cannot
adapt to the system expansion [19].

Another technique is driven by absorbing/injecting power from/into the distribution
network. In reference [20], a neural fuzzy network method is utilized for the PV system
to implement imbalance mitigation. For the imbalanced distributed generation (DG) inte-
grated micro-grid, the DG control strategy proposed in reference [21] is a comprehensive
control strategy that combines the PR controller, drop control, and negative sequence
impedance controller (NSIC). In reference [22], single-phase DG inverters are utilized to
mitigate the imbalance of LVDN flexibly.

Likewise, an Energy Storage System (ESS) can provide a bidirectional solution for
three-phase imbalance mitigation [23]. As reported in reference [24], the optimal configura-
tion of an ESS is presented to alleviate the three-phase imbalance of the distribution network
through quantitative analysis considering DG uncertainty; reference [25] studies optimal
power flow scheduling algorithm of an ESS in the LVDN considering load uncertainty and
the degree of imbalance. Similarly, reference [26] describes the uncertainty using a Gaus-
sian probabilistic density function (PDF) and proposes a stochastic linear programming
optimization algorithm to deal with the uncertainty for imbalance mitigation.

The var compensation devices usually play the role of imbalance compensation at
a fixed location, which might not be able to adapt to the frequent topology change and
time-varying loads and DGs. On the other hand, the flexible var compensation devices,
such as D-STATCOM, are of high-cost and thus their scalability is limited. As mentioned
before, STS is not applicable for an expansive network, i.e., ten million LV networks. PVs
and ESSs tends to be highly penetrated in the LVDN, although there are some places
lacking these devices, especially in rural areas. Advantage should be taken of the existing
electrical loads in the LVDN to act as a new member of the “imbalanced mitigation family”.
The “new member” here indicates that the proposed methods do not have the objective
to replace any of the current measures, but are aimed at thinking in a different way about
imbalance mitigation since each aforementioned measure, including the proposed method,
has pros and cons for the imbalanced mitigation.

In view of the aforementioned survey concerning the challenge of the three-phase
imbalance in the LVDN, we present a novel methodology based on the concept of “Active
Asymmetry Energy-Absorbing (AAEA)” utilizing the load with a back-to-back converter,
namely, “AAEA Unit”, to overcome and effectively mitigate the three-phase imbalance. In
the AAEA Unit, the rectifier (AC/DC converter) absorbs imbalanced three-phase power
as an imbalance compensation in the distribution network while the inverter (DC/AC
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converter) transfers the energy from DC-link to the balanced one for its connected three-
phase loads.

Moreover, considering that the compensation capacity of an AAEA Unit is limited,
the two-level coordination control scheme integrated with distribution-level phasor mea-
surement units (D-PMU) and the 5th generation mobile networks (5G) communication link
is presented for imbalance mitigation for several reasons: (1) There are many imbalance
points in the LVDN, thus the widely installed low-cost D-PMUs are deployed to monitor
the imbalanced situation within the whole LVDN for coordination control, (2) D-PMU is
used for accurate topology identification and line parameter estimation, which remain
challenging tasks in the LVDN. (3) D-PMU is utilized to track the changes of the degree
of imbalance introduced by the varying loads and DGs. (4) 5G technology is developed
quickly and utilized for the services of the real-time monitoring and control of distribu-
tion networks with the extensive installations of high-sampling D-PMUs and millions of
smart meters, which have high requirements for high-speed, high-reliability, low-latency,
high-bandwidth, and two-way communication [27]. Indeed, 5G infrastructure construction
has become an important aspect of China’s “new infrastructure” since 2020 and is carried
out across the country, for instance, the 5G + D-PMU business application test project in
LinGang Town, Shanghai, and 5G + smart grid project in Nansha District, Guangzhou.
Correspondingly, 5G communication technology and 5G infrastructure provide new op-
portunities for monitoring and coordinated control for three-phase imbalance mitigation
and other issues in the LVDN.

The contributions and novelties of this paper are listed as follows:

• Propose a two-level coordination control system for imbalance mitigation units in the
LVDN based on D-PMU and 5G technology.

• Propose the novel concept of “Active Asymmetry Energy-Absorbing” for three-phase
imbalance mitigation.

• Implement of imbalance mitigation by leveraging the existing three-phase devices with
back-to-back converters in the LVDN, rather than the installation of var compensation
devices or ESS.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 addresses the impact and
degree of three-phase imbalance conditions in the LVDN. The concept of AAEA Unit and
its application for imbalance mitigation is presented in Section 3. The coordination control
scheme and AAEA Unit-based method are illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 demonstrates
the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Description of Three-Phase Imbalance

A simplified model of the LVDN, as presented in Figure 1, was built in MATLAB@2014b.
The transformer is delta-wye connected with a neutral grounding line. The objective of
three-phase imbalance mitigation is to inject corresponding compensation currents into the
imbalanced nodes to achieve balance. Single-phase loads and PVs are time-variant and not
equal among the three phases.
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In the LVDN, voltage shift or displacement occurs when imbalance exists. The
schematic diagram of voltage neutral-point displacement is depicted in Figure 2.
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The degree of the three-phase current imbalance factor (CUF) is computed as follows.

CUF =
Imax − Imin

Imax
× 100% (1)

Likewise, the voltage imbalance factor (VUF) is calculated as

VUF =

√
V−

2 + V0
2

V+
× 100% (2)

where Imax and Imin represent the maximum and minimum value of three-phase currents,
respectively. The positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence voltages are noted as V+, V−, and
V0, respectively. According to the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
standard, the limits of the voltage imbalance degree in the LVDN is 2% [28].

3. The Concept of “Active Asymmetry Energy-Absorbing (AAEA)” and Its
Application for Imbalance Mitigation
3.1. The Concept of Active Asymmetry Energy-Absorbing

In this section, the novel concept of “active asymmetry energy-absorbing (AAEA)” is
proposed. That is, the loads with a back-to-back converter are expected to actively absorb
the asymmetry energy among the three phases in the LVDN for imbalance mitigation. The
conceptual visualization of “AAEA” is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The schematic diagram of the three-phase imbalanced mitigation by the AAEA unit.

The load with the expected additional function of “AAEA” is labelled as “AAEA
Unit”. The AAEA Units are the three-phase consumers with back-to-back converters in
the LVDN, such as three-phase air-conditioned buildings, freezing plants, and smelters;
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thus, if they could be encouraged and motivated to actively participate in mitigating phase
imbalance, the installation investment of other devices can be saved.

As shown in Figure 3, converter 1 is controlled to absorb asymmetry three-phase
energy, and the DC capacitor is used as the transient energy exchange device to control
converter 2 to supply power to the three-phase balanced load.

The control method for phase imbalance mitigation using the proposed concept
of active asymmetry energy-absorbing techniques is illustrated in the next subsection.
It involves multiple parameters such as neutral line current, positive-, negative-, and
zero-sequence current compensation, and the DC-voltage of the capacitor link. The imple-
mentation of the proposed control method is described as follows.

3.2. Imbalance Mitigation Methodology Using AAEA Units

Based on the concept and utilization of “Active asymmetry energy-absorbing (AAEA)”,
the control method has been implemented as shown in Figure 4. The developed LVDN
model was considered and performed the three-phase imbalance mitigation by employing
the rectifier to operate to absorb different power among three phases in the distribution
networks. To mitigate the imbalance condition at PCC effectively, the current phasors have
the high-precision D-PMU. Furthermore, the imbalanced current detection and control are
illustrated in the next subsections.
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3.2.1. Imbalance Current Detection and Reference Signal Generation

The first step is to detect the imbalanced current and extract or calculate the referenced
compensation currents of positive-, negative-, and zero-sequences. As indicated in Figure 5,
in MATLAB/Simulink, the model unit “Sequence Analyzer” is used to obtain the positive-,
negative-, and zero-sequences of the three-phase line currents at PCC, while the model unit
“FFT” is used to obtain the root-mean-square (RMS) magnitude and phase angle of the
referenced signals. Specifically, Iphr+ is used to generate the positive-sequence current to
maintain the DC-voltage at capacitor link, Imr− and Iphr− are reference signals for negative-
sequence mitigation, and while Imr0 and Iphr0 are reference signals for zero-sequence
current compensation.
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Figure 6. The control scheme of the proposed imbalance mitigation method based on the AAEA Unit. 

As shown in Figure 6, Uref+, Uref−, and Uref0 are respective positive-, negative-, and 
zero-sequence voltage control signals generated by the corresponding control loops. Com-
bining Uref+ and Uref−, control signals for the three full bridges Tg1 are produced by the 
"SPWM Generator" in Simulink. Simultaneously, the control signal for the fourth bridge 
Tg0 is generated based on Uref0. The function for each control loop is explained as follows. 

The reference voltage value of dc capacitor link is set to 700 V. The actual dc voltage 
value of the capacitor link is compared to the reference value. The reference value of d-

Figure 5. Imbalanced Current Detection and Reference Signal Generation.
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3.2.2. Imbalanced Current Compensation and DC-link Voltage Control

The proposed control scheme consists of three control units of positive-, negative-,
and zero-sequences. Specifically, the control unit of the positive-sequence is designed for
maintaining the DC-voltage of the capacitor link. The control units of the negative-sequence
and zero-sequence are designed to alleviate the imbalanced components of currents. The
proposed methodology scheme is displayed in Figure 6.
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As shown in Figure 6, Uref+, Uref−, and Uref0 are respective positive-, negative-,
and zero-sequence voltage control signals generated by the corresponding control loops.
Combining Uref+ and Uref−, control signals for the three full bridges Tg1 are produced
by the “SPWM Generator” in Simulink. Simultaneously, the control signal for the fourth
bridge Tg0 is generated based on Uref0. The function for each control loop is explained as
follows.

The reference voltage value of dc capacitor link is set to 700 V. The actual dc voltage
value of the capacitor link is compared to the reference value. The reference value of d-axis
positive-sequence current Idref+ is generated by the PI controller. Then, the d-axis value of
positive-sequence of Vdc is produced by comparing the Idref+ and the actual value ILd+.

Thereby, the d-axis value of Uref+ is produced by comparing Udcref+ and Ucd+. Like-
wise, the q-axis value of Uref+ is produced by the outer current loop and inner voltage loop.
Thus, the reference signal Uref+ is generated by conducting the Park inverse transform,
namely, dq0 to abc, with the associated phase and frequency. In the same manner, the
reference signal Uref− is formed and combined with Uref+ to be Uref12. For the fourth leg of
the converter, zero-sequence compensation current is produced by comparing the reference
signals and actual values of the neutral line current phasor.

4. Coordination Control Method of Imbalanced Mitigation Units

A novel control scheme for imbalance mitigation control is proposed based on D-PMU
and 5G networks. The contributions of D-PMU and 5G communication links have been
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elaborated in the Introduction Section. The coordination control scheme and method are
explained as follows.

Monitoring the three-phase imbalance of power grid is the premise of effectively
controlling the three-phase imbalance. The block diagram of the three-phase imbalance
mitigation coordination control system of the power grid is shown in Figure 7.
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As indicated in Figure 7, the system includes the data acquisition module (D-PMU),
data processing module (DSP), data storage module; communication module (5G), three-
phase imbalance calculation and analysis module, coordination controller, and three-
phase imbalance compensation units. Thus, a two-level coordination control scheme for
imbalance mitigation is formed.

The working process of the proposed hierarchical coordinated control system based
on D-PMU and 5G communication for three-phase imbalance compensation in the LVDN
is implemented as follows:

i. The D-PMU synchronous phasor measurement unit monitors the three-phase cur-
rents, three-phase voltages of lines, varying loads and DGs. The D-PMU measure-
ment data are then uploaded to the monitoring platform for processing via 5G
communication module.

ii. Calculate the three-phase imbalance and the required three-phase imbalance com-
pensation according to the three-phase imbalance situation.

iii. Coordinated control based on the current network topology perception results,
considering the capacity and location of each imbalance compensation unit.

iv. Select the imbalance compensation unit and calculate the referenced signals of the
selected imbalance compensation units. The control signals of each imbalance com-
pensation unit are sent to each compensation unit through the 5G communication link.

v. In the imbalance mitigation unit, the embedded 5G signal receiving module in
each compensation unit is responsible for receiving the imbalance compensation
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instruction value. The controller performs imbalance compensation according to
the commands, thereby reducing the three-phase imbalance of the network.

The single-line diagram of LVDN, for instance, with three imbalance mitigation units
is depicted in Figure 8.
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As indicated in Figure 8, the coordination control is conducted concerning the im-
balance mitigation capacity and location for each AAEA unit and the network topology.
Here, the capacity of AAEA Unit1 and AAEA Unit2 is assumed to be the same, while
the capacity of AAEA Unit3 is double their capacities. The network topology is indicated
by the closed or open state (indicated as 1 or 0) of switches S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5. La, Lb,
and Lc the represent single-phase load of phases A, B, and C, respectively. The D-PMU
data-driven topology detection can be conducted based on the method proposed by the
author of this paper, see [29]. For example, if the compensation capacity for AAEA Unit1
or AAEA Unit2 is not enough, then AAEA Unit3 is employed by closing switch S4 or S5.

5. The Simulation and Analysis of Proposed Method
5.1. Test Cases

To estimate the feasibility of the presented methodology, the model of LVDN with
a scheme of a three-phase four-wire is built-in MATLAB@2014b (MathWorks, US); the
single-phase diagram is shown in Figure 9. The transformer is delta-wye grounded. The
proposed methodology was implemented for the three-phase voltage imbalance mitigation
for the simulation time period of 5 s, where the compensator starting time t and sample
time Ts were kept as 0.05 s and 50 µs, respectively. To mimic the imbalance situation,
single-phase loads are time-varying. The obtained results are depicted in Figure 10.
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value at Bus2; (e) The magnitude of the DC-voltage of AAEA Unit1; (f) The magnitude of the DC-voltage of AAEA Unit2.

Figure 10a,b shows the current magnitude of single-phase loads, which indicate the
imbalance situation introduced by the imbalanced single-phase loads. The simulations
were conducted considering the case of heavily imbalanced three-phase loading conditions
at Bus2; thus, two AAEA Units were adopted to compensate the imbalance degree at Bus2,
while the imbalance degree at Bus1 is lower, and the loads relevant to Bus1 are kept at a
constant value.

Figure 10c,d depicts the current at the upstream node of the positive-, negative-, and
zero-sequence. It is demonstrated that by implementing the proposed method, the imbal-
anced conditions in the LVDN can be mitigated effectively. Moreover, the varying loading
conditions are investigated and correspondingly obtained, as shown in Figure 10b,d. It is
demonstrated that the proposed methodology is effective to mitigate the phase imbalance
and is adaptive to the load changes.

Extending the demonstrations and implications of our proposed mitigation method,
the DC-voltage of the capacitor link was investigated, and the resultant outcome is shown
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in Figure 10e,f, which shows that the voltage of the DC-capacitor is maintained at ap-
proximately 700 V. It is worth mentioning that the DC-voltage of the capacitor is es-
sential for the stable operation of the converter. The results validated that the positive-
sequence control loop is able to maintain the DC-voltage when the AAEA Units perform
its compensation function.

5.2. Comparative Study with ESS-Based Imbalance Mitigation Method

To further verify the feasibility of the proposed method, we replaced the AAEA Unit1
with three independent single-phase ESSs. The imbalance factors of current and voltage at
Bus1 after compensation by the two methods are compared in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparative Results for the two methods.

BUS Method V+ V− V0 VUF

Bus1
AAEA Unit1 380.74 0.33 2.17 0.58%

ESS 386.58 0.52 1.03 0.30%

The proposed imbalance mitigation method dramatically reduced the imbalance de-
gree. In detail, the VUFs of both methods were less than 1% after compensation, within the
IEEE standard limit (2%). It was demonstrated that the proposed approach is comparable
to the ESS for imbalance mitigation.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a two-level coordination control methodology driven by D-PMU and 5G
communication technology is proposed to alleviate the three-phase imbalance in the LVDN.
The proposed approach is based on the concept of ”Active of Asymmetry Energy Absorb-
ing“, leveraging the loads with the back-to-back converter to actively absorb asymmetry
power across three phases to mitigate imbalance. The imbalance degree calculation and
referenced signal generation are implemented in the upper-level controller, while the lower-
level control scheme includes three control units with the objectives of implementing the
DC-voltage maintenance of the capacitor link and imbalanced current compensation. An
imbalanced LVDN model was built in MATLAB/Simulink and tested for validation. The
convincing results were obtained by applying the proposed approach and are summarized
as follows:

(1) The proposed method can greatly reduce the three-phase current imbalance and the
neutral line current of the transformer, thus effectively suppressing the three-phase
imbalance and improving the power quality;

(2) In the process of imbalance mitigation under different conditions, the DC voltage of
the capacitor link is maintained at a given value, which proves its effectiveness in
controlling the three-phase imbalance and maintaining the DC voltage of the capacitor
link for the proposed method;

(3) The simulation results prove that the proposed methodology can coordinate multiple
imbalance mitigation units to manage the three-phase imbalance effectively. Moreover,
it is validated that the proposed method can effectively deal with load changes. The
simulation results show that the proposed three-phase imbalance monitoring system
can track load changes and perform imbalance compensation in time;

(4) By comparing the proposed method with the existing three-phase imbalance mitiga-
tion method based on ESS, the result shows that the proposed method can achieve
the same effect as that of ESS. In the low-voltage distribution network in the absence
of ESSs, the three-phase power equipment in the network can be considered to imple-
ment three-phase imbalance compensation, or when the compensation capacity of
the ESS is insufficient, the AAEA Units can work together with the energy storage
device to compensate the network imbalance degree.
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Abbreviations

D-STATCOM Distribution Static Synchronous Compensator
ESS Energy Storage System
SVC Static Var compensator
AC/ DC Alternating current/ Direct current
SPWM Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation
IA_com, IB_com, IC_com The compensation current of phases A, B, and C
IN_com The compensation current of neutral line
Ia_pcc, Ib_pcc, Ic_pcc The current phasor at PCC of phases A, B, and C
Vdc The dc voltage at the capacitor link
I+, I-, I0 Current of Positive-, Negative-, and Zero- Sequence
RMS Root-mean-square
Im+, Iph+ Magnitude and phase angle of the positive-sequence current
Im-, Iph- Magnitude and phase angle of the negative-sequence current
Im0, Iph0 Magnitude and phase angle of the zero-sequence current
ω The angular frequency
Iphr+ The reference value of the positive-sequence current’s phase
Imr-, Iphr- The reference value of the negative-sequence current’s magnitude and phase
Imr0, Iphr0 The reference value of the zero-sequence current’s magnitude and phase
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